Lewinsville Presbyterian church-”Bringing home the mess”

Pentecost is the day we remember Jesus' disciples receiving the Holy Spirit which came in the form of a powerful wind & tongues of
fire. The Spirit enabled the disciples to speak in a whole variety of languages so they could tell many people from different countries
about Jesus. Christians celebrate this day as the Birthday of the Church. Read Acts 2:1-41 to discover more.

WEAR SOMETHING RED TO CELEBRATE
Did you know that red is the color of Pentecost? Many churches have red altar cloths to mark the liturgical season of
Pentecost. Have a rummage through your clothes & see if you can find something red you can wear. T-shirt, socks, shoes or
hat, wear something red to celebrate Pentecost.

MAKE PENTECOST WINDSOCK
Take a look through your recycling & see if you can create either a simple windsock. We made ours using an old plastic bottle
& some recycled cellophane from a local Scrap Store, alternatively you could use ribbons, paper streamers or anything else
that will flutter with the wind.
Materials:
* A clean and dry plastic milk jug
* A selection of ribbons (use red, orange, yellow for Pentecost)
* Kitchen Knife
* Scissors
* Stapler
* Magic Marker (permanent)
1. Cut the bottom off the milk jug. You could use a little hacksaw or even snip
through with scissors.
2. Measure out and cut off lots of lengths of ribbon. You can make these as long or
short as you like.
3. Staple them on all the way around the edge of the jug bottom opening.
4. Draw the outline of a dove on the side of the milk jug.

Hang your windsock in the garden & watch as the power of the wind makes it move, or hold your windsock high & run around the garden so you can feel the wind, reminding you of the rushing wind of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost.

MAKE A SPECIAL BIRTHDAY CAKE
Get baking in the kitchen together & create a special birthday
cake! Add some birthday candles, or make some flame shapes
from colored icing. If you don't fancy making a cake, how about
some birthday buns or biscuits, you could wrap some up &
share them with neighbors or friends.

BLOW PENTECOST BUBBLES OUTDOORS
Explore the power of wind & blow bubbles together outside.
Blow as many bubbles as you can & watch as they float &
eventually pop! As they fall or pop remember the tongues of fire
landing on the heads of the disciples. Can you catch a bubble on
your head? As you do, say thank you to God for this amazing day. You could even make some Giant Bubbles like these:
To construct our Bubble Wand:
* 2 garden canes
* 2 lengths of string (one roughly 47'' & the other 55'')
1. Tie the shorter length of string near the top of each cane. To make the loop
for the bubbles tie the longer string to the shorter one, leaving a gap of around
3'' from the sides of the cane. Top Tip: Don't tie the longer string to the cane as
the wand won't work so well!
When you've tied the strings together your
wand should look like this.
2. For our bubble mixture, use 3 ingredients from the kitchen; 125ml of washing up liquid
(branded ones work best), 500ml of boiling water, & 2 tablespoons of glycerine, that's it!
Gently & slowly pour the washing up liquid & glycerine into the hot water. We used a large jug &
then slowly stirred the contents together, taking care not to make it too frothy. Leave for a few
hours to allow the mixture to settle. If you wish, the mixture can then be poured into bottles to
store for later. Leaving the mixture longer means your bubbles will work better. The mixture will
keep for days or even weeks in a clean airtight container.
3. To make our giant bubbles dip the string (all of it) into the container of bubble mixture making
sure the string wasn't tangled but was completely submerged in the liquid. Carefully removed the
string by lifting both canes up & out of the container, gently pulling them slowly apart from each
other causing the string to form a triangular shape. Slowly move backwards, holding the canes
apart & pulling the string gently towards you to create the giant bubbles.

LEARN A NEW LANGUAGE & SHARE IT IN A PENTECOST CARD
Make a Pentecost card to send to a member of your church family who you haven't seen for a while. You could decorate it with
red or fiery colors, draw a dove, or even a Birthday Cake.

